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DGC AFRICA IS A MEMBER OF THE DICKINSON GROUP OF COMPANIES

2020 is a milestone for Dickinson Group of Companies, as the company celebrated its 110th anniversary 
having been founded in 1910. 

In 1928, the company undertook the refractory installation works on one of the first blast furnaces being built in South Africa. 
This was the start of the company’s industrial services business. Over the years the company has diversified company to provide 

a broad range of specialist products and services to the refractory consuming industries. 

The company’s vision is be recognised as a global leading asset integrity management and industrial solutions company, based 
on providing innovative solutions and market leading technologies, while continuing our leadership in selected geographic regions.

We help our industrial customers optimising their maintenance costs and improving plant performance, 
by providing innovative solutions to enhance the service life of their operating assets.

DGC AFRICA IS CUSTOMER CENTRIC 
WITH THE ADOPTION OF OUR GROUP-WIDE 

“ONE PERSONALISED SOLUTION”, 
UNDERPINNED BY OUR RANGE OF HIGH-QUALITY 

NICHE SERVICES, WITH OUR SUPERIOR TECHNICAL EXPERTISE, 
DELIVERY AND CUSTOMER SERVICE.

DGC AFRICA’s Mission is to focus on helping our industrial customers optimising their maintenance costs and 
improving plant performance, by providing innovative solutions together with our market leading technologies to 

enhance the service life of their operating assets.

MISSION

DGC AFRICA’S RANGE OF SPECIALIST SERVICES INCLUDE:

• Fibreglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) Systems 

• Wear & Abrasion Protection Solutions 

• Furnace Mechanical Projects

• Fabrication & Welding 

• Rotary Kiln & Mill Services

• On-Site Machining Services 

• Conveyor Maintenance Services

• Furnace & Smelter Services

• Industrial Vacuumation 

• Silo Cleaning 

• Catalyst Handling 

• HP & UHP Water Blasting 

• Sulphuric Acid Plant Services 

• Corrosion Protection & Coatings

• Industrial Acid Proofing 

Over the next few years, we want to continue to implement this strategy, strengthening our “Customer Centric” approach, to 
enhance the bonds with our customers, and to continue to develop high added value solutions in collaboration with our customers, 
in order to anticipate their future needs.
 
We are at the service of our customers, which is perfectly illustrated by our rebranding, involving full integration of all our subsidiaries, 
and our Dickinson Group of Companies “One Personalised Solution” slogan.

Trevor Dickinson
C H A I R M A N 

DGC AFRICA’S STRATEGIC FOCUS

DGC AFRICA has more than 50 years’ experience in Africa; since the company was involved during the 1960s on a 
major project for GECAMINES Sarl. in the Democratic Republic of Congo. DGC AFRICA’s focus is on the provision 
of the Group’s range of specialist industrial services to the mining & minerals, metals smelting, sulphuric acid plants, 
mineral processing, oil & gas, chemical & petrochemical and power generation industries throughout Africa. 

The company is leveraging off its dominant presence in Southern Africa in Zambia, Namibia and Democratic 
Republic of Congo, to expand into the other Anglophone (English), Francophone (French) and Portuguese 

speaking countries throughout sub-Saharan Africa.



DGC AFRICA offers safe, effective, fast and reliable solutions for cleaning up industrial waste or recovering partially 
processed material spillages in the mining, metals smelting, mineral processing and refining industries.

The company has a range of heavy-duty vacuum systems to handle the heavy industrial and mining applications. The vacuum 
units are suitable for suctioning, discharging and transporting fluid and hazardous substances, such as liquids, sludge, fats, oils, 
fuels, chemicals and industrial products.
 
The-state-of-the-art vacuum units handle a diverse range of industrial products including alumina, cement, chemicals, clay, 
coke, coal, dolomite, dust, foundry sand, grain, grit slag, lime, metal chips, mill scale, oil spills, ore, rocks and slurries.

DGC AFRICA provides a wide range of world-class Industrial Services 
to the mining, metals smelting, mineral processing and refining industries internationally. 

The company’s portfolio of Industrial Services was developed as result of the company’s customer centric approach; helping 
its large industrial customers to optimise their maintenance costs and improve their plant performance by providing innovative 
solutions together with market leading technologies to enhance the service life of their operating assets.

The Industrial Services are also constantly reviewed to support DGC AFRICA’s mission; to provide an integrated and multidisci-
plinary “One Personalised Solution.” Developing services that are aimed at optimising clients’ productivity, safety performance 
and regulatory compliance while optimising the life of their assets.

DGC AFRICA’s Industrial Services comprise of the following:

INDUSTRIAL VACUUMATION SERVICES  /  SILO CLEANING SERVICES  /  CATALYST HANDLING SERVICES

HP & UHP WATER BLASTING  /  SULPHURIC ACID PLANT SERVICES

• Vacuum units for material spillage removal and recovery in industrial process plants.
• Handling of materials in a range of industries, such as copper, gold, alumina, cement, platinum, ferrochrome, iron ore, coal 

and others.
• It offers a safe, reliable solution for cleaning up industrial waste, recovering and recycling valuable raw materials.
• Ensures on-going production while maximizing quality and efficiency.
• The company provides a world-class service to the mining, metals smelting, mineral processing and refining industries.
• Safe and effective removal and disposal of dry and wet waste, fast and efficiently.
• Suction of products in combination with a vacuum unit, storing and bagging in a closed system (free of emissions).
• Efficient suction capacities with a maximum air displacement vacuum units.
• Large pressure and vacuum tank volume capacity.
• The company has adopted the latest technologies in compliance with environmental and safety standards.

BENEFITS



• Whether it be cement, coal, soda ash, fertilizer, plaster, animal feed, salt or clay, substances kept in silos attract moisture, 
which causes the material to bind and adhere to the walls or form clumps.

• As the moist product dries, it can harden and starts to break up, producing lumps that can block the valve outlets. This 
results in the build-up of debris, which restricts the flow of material, causing capacity reduction and production stop-
pages (so lumps can be removed from the valve areas or air slides). This is a typical case for DGC AFRICA’s Silo Cleaning 
Services. 

• Specialist expertise is critical to the success of any silo management system. DGC AFRICA believes that, through innovation 
and new technologies, the company’s Silo Cleaning Services can replace the traditional unsafe methods used, by avoiding 
having personnel work inside the unsafe confined spaces. 

• In addition to providing relevant experience and know-how, Silo Cleaning Services require highly specialised equipment. 
DGC AFRICA adopts a combination of specialist cleaning systems.

SILO MANAGEMENT

DGC AFRICA offers a highly specialized service for cleaning contaminated and clogged up bulk storage containers in the 
manufacturing, mining and mineral processing industries. 

These services, which involve the safe and efficient removal of compacted materials, are coupled with consulting services, the 
adoption of preventative maintenance procedures and the formulation of proper cleaning schedules.

Our Silo Cleaning Services are executed using cutting-edge equipment that is fast, efficient and safe, as the cleaning operations 
require no human entry into the storage vessel at any time. The company’s services are designed to safely remove compacted 
materials from any size or shape of silos, bins, hoppers, tanks, reactors and chimneys.

DGC AFRICA provides highly specialised Catalyst Handling Services to the mining, metal smelting and mineral processing 
industries across sub-Saharan Africa and beyond.
 
The company’s heavy-duty catalyst handling equipment, experienced and well-trained personnel are capable of executing catalyst 
handling projects even in the most challenging confined and hazardous working environments through compliance to strict 
health, safety, and environmental protection procedures.
 
DGC AFRICA has successfully completed a number of catalyst handling projects in various countries around the world.

Through excellent project planning, monitoring, control, communication, 
co-ordination and management, DGC AFRICA ensures that catalyst layers 
are separated according to age and (or) type without cross contamination, harm 
to personnel or the endangerment of the convertor’s structural integrity.

Special barriers are constructed inside convertors for personnel movements 
while vacuuming to avoid catalyst damage. Vacuumation suction pressure and 
catalyst velocity are also carefully controlled by our team of experts to avoid 
catalyst breakage. In addition, the teams ensures that all ceramic ball layers 
are vacuumed separately from the catalyst.

CATALYST UNLOADING

DGC AFRICA TAKES FULL 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 
ENTIRE CATALYST HANDLING 
PROCESS FROM UNLOADING, 
SCREENING TO RELOADING.

SCOPE OF SERVICES



The company uses HP/UHP Water Blasting (Between 20000 and 40000 psi) to remove hardened process related deposits 
on efficient heat exchanger systems thoroughly and cost-effectively. The modern automated systems are more effective 
and more operator‐friendly. Regular cleaning allows the ultra-efficient heat exchanger systems to maintain optimum levels of 
operational efficiency; ensuring efficient heat transfer and lowering operating costs.

Pipes used in industry often become corroded, scaled up or even completely blocked. Our HP/UHP Water Blasting Pipe 
Cleaning Systems are used to effectively clear blockages and remove scaling from pipes and drains using water jets at pressure 
ranges between 500 and 3000 bar. The spent water flushes the debris through the open end of the pipes.

HEAT EXCHANGER CLEANING

PIPE CLEANING

DGC AFRICA performs both sock and dense catalyst 
loading. Like in every other stage of the catalyst handling 
process, quality assurance is given critical attention. 
Given the hygroscopic nature of catalysts, exposure to 
the environment is minimized at all costs.

Throughout the loading process, an even distribution of 
ceramic balls and catalysts on each bed in accordance 
with the loading diagram is closely monitored and ensured. 
The loading team puts in place all necessary measures to 
minimize catalyst breakages, channelling and high pressure 
drops that may occur due to loading errors.

CATALYST LOADING

DGC AFRICA provides a complete range of (High Pressure / Ultra High Pressure) HP/UHP Water Blasting services. 
Our state-of-the-art technologies ensure that the services are completed in the most efficient and effective manner possible. Using 
the company’s automated systems eliminates human errors and any other operator variabilities in the process while significantly 
reducing the cleaning time. While improving the ergonomics.

DGC AFRICA has significant experience in the provision of sulphuric acid plant maintenance and shutdown services; including 
upgrades, repairs and preventative maintenance on sulphuric acid plants. 

The range of services includes tower inspections, element replacement and repair, packing installation and removal, distributor 
repair and replacement, catalyst handling, acid tank cleaning and neutralization. 

UHP water jets penetrate the surface initially making contact with the steel 
surface. As they ricochet off the surface, they lift any existing coating and contam-
inants from the steel surface. This makes UHP far more efficient in preparing steel 
surfaces for lining or coating. The fact that there are no added contaminants make 
UHP surface preparation extremely environmentally friendly.       

DGC AFRICA’s Cold Cutting systems give highly precise cuts while eliminating 
heat-affected zones, toxic fumes, recast layers, work hardening, and thermal 
stress. These systems are ideal for cutting heat-sensitive material. Addition of 
abrasives onto UHP water has turned the waterjet into a modern machining tool for 
all materials; offering added advantages of reduced dust, cutting oils, vibrations, 
thermal stress, mechanical stress and waste products.

Our Hydro Demolition technologies use high pressure jetting equipment for 
concrete demolition tasks as an alternative to traditional mechanical methods 
of concrete demolition. Using HP/UHP Water Jetting for these tasks allows for 
more efficient and effective and safer services when compared to the other typical 
concrete breaking techniques. The systems also produce a better surface for concrete 
repair and protective coatings.

SURFACE PREPARATION & REMOVAL COATING

COLD CUTTING

HYDRO DEMOLITION



• Welding repairs to tube sheet
• Removal and installation of new tube sheet
• Installation of raised flanges on tube sheet
• Removal and replacement of drip ring
• Fabrication of mist eliminator drain pipes
• Remove and replace hanger rods 
• Remove and replace acid distribution
• Replace alloy feed pipes
• Vacuum ceramic packing and reload with new ceramic packing
• Remove and replace grid blocks and partition rings
• Remove and replace alludar beams
• Inspect & clean the gas inlet duct, tower bottom, acid outlet 

strainer clean or replace
• Remove and replace thimbles on acid nozzles
• Remove and replace acid nozzles
• Remove and replace MONDI piping
• Welding on acid towers Carbon steel, SX, Zecor internal
• Remove and replace ducts 
• Acid & Sulfate neutralization
• Storage tank cleaning & neutralization
• Clean and inspect pump tanks

• Screening Catalyst (dust free)
• Gravity loading catalyst (dust free)
• Converter inspections & repairs
• Remove and replace grates & support posts
• Remove and replace screens
• Sampling of catalyst as per customer request
• Remove and replace man ways
• Welding repairs
• High temperature catalyst screening & reloading

• High temperature exchanger testing and plugging 
       of tubes
• Sulfate cleaning
• Mechanical tube cleaning
• Vacuum test tubes
• Ultrasonic tube testing
• Remove and replace man ways
• Install and expand tube sleeves

DGC AFRICA’s scope of acid plant maintenance and shutdown services include: 

ACID TOWER CONVERTER SERVICE

HEAT EXCHANGERS (BOILERS)
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DGC AFRICA

DICKINSON COPPERBELT SERVICES LTD
DGC AFRICA (DRC) S.A.S

DGC STAFFING SOLUTIONS

T   +260 76 183 2470 (Zambia)
E   sales@dgc-africa.com

OFFICES:
Mufulira, Zambia

Lubumbashi, Democratic Republic of Congo 

DGC SOUTH AFRICA

DICKINSON FURNANCE SERVICES (PTY) LTD
DICKINSON INDUSTRIES (PTY) LTD

T   +27 (0) 16 421 3720
F   +27 (0) 16 422 1038
E   sales@dgrpint.com

10 Smuts Avenue, Vereeniging
P.O. Box 63, Vereeniging, South Africa, 1930

INTERNATIONAL

DGC INTERNATIONAL LTD

T   +230 403 2500
E   sales@dgrpint.com

2nd Floor, The AXIS, 26 Bank Street, Cybercity, Ebene, 722201, Mauritius


